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Kaba simplex 1000 lock manual

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 Table Contents 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 33 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 Has been one of the most popular locks sold over the past 40 years. Simplex locks started the revolution toward keyless single-door access control systems. When sold under the name Ilko Unican,
Kaba now owns the company. Kaba Simplex Mechanical Push Button Lock Line has expanded to include deadbolt locks, dead lock locks, cabinet locks, controls for electronic security, and specialty products for aluminum door operating or exit device applications. Product categories include cylindrical locks series 10, Mortiz 8100 series locks, 2015 series used for exterior trim on
exit devices, 3000 series for narrow-style aluminum door locks, 62 00 series auxiliary deadbolt locks, 7100 auxiliary locks, 900 deadbolt series or spring locks, 9600 deadbolt series or deadlatch locks, locks for cabinets and file guards for 2-5 file drawer cabinets. All the locks listed above use the same basic lock system called the enclosure. The enclosure consists of five wheels
and each wheel contains a gap. If the correct combination of numbers is compressed, the slots of each wheel are aligned on an aircraft. Depending on the lock design, when a thumbturn, lever or knob is converted, a secondary lock section can enter aligned slots and the lock can be unlocked. Some restrictions must be observed. One rule is that each button can only be used once
in one combination. Once a button is pressed, it is disconnected from any further use during the unlocking process. Another rule is that two or more buttons can be pressed simultaneously. Ultimately, it doesn't have to use all the buttons. For example, a combination of only 1 or 4 can be used. It is also possible to press each button only halfway in. This is effectively twice the
amount of code composition available, but pressing halfway through everyday use is not very practical. It's an interesting mathematical challenge to determine the amount of combinations possible but people with time on their hands have determined that there are almost 1000+ combinations of all presses and almost 2000+ combinations if the half-press combination is added. In
the event of a forgotten combination, the following numbers can be tried as a way to possibly unlock a Simplex lock quickly. It contains only 66 combinations. There are over 900 other common combinations, but they require skill and time in order to configure users' fingers when pressing multiple buttons at once. It is more likely that users will only choose an easy combination with
up to three individual numbers and numbers to combine. Depending on the Simplex lock, lever, knob or thumbturn in one direction during a rotation opening method and in the opposite direction become 'clear' If the numbers were pressed incorrectly. When trying each try combination, be sure to 'clear' the previous combination before trying the next try combination on the list.
Before trying out any of these combinations, always try pressing 2 and 4 together, then press 3. This is the code that all the Simplex caba locks are set in the factory. Surprisingly sometimes the user will never change the composition and will continue to use the default factory combination. Combine change performs all operations with doors or open cabinets so you have access to
the lock case if necessary. Turn on the thumb, handle or lever in the direction that 'cleans' the enclosure unit. Enter the existing combination. A lock slide is located at one end of the chamber. Depending on the Simplex product, you need to remove a set screw, unlock a wafer lock plugin or search behind the Simplex lock to find the slide (Pic 2). Depress the slide to set the
chamber to a neutral position. Turn the thumb, knob or lever into a 'clear' position. First, write the new combination for the upcoming reference. Next, carefully depress the new composition buttons. Turn the thumb, knob or lever completely into the unlocking position. The new combination is now set up. Try combining multiple times with the ajar door to make sure the compound
works properly. As an antidote to the tryout list, when changing the composition of Kaba Simplex, it always contains at least one set of numbers that should be compressed in unison. 1 123 135 245 2 132 153 254 3 213 315 425 4 231 351 452 5 312 513 345 12 321' 531 53 1 354 21 124 145 435 13 142 154 453 31 214 415 524 14 241 451 542 41 412 514 534 15 5 15 541 541 543
51 125 234 23 152 243 32 215 324 24 251 342 42 512 423 25 521 432 52 1 3 235 34 143 253 43 314 325 35 341 352 53 413 523 45 431 532 54 Construction: heavy cylindrical lock housing with front housing cast; unified trim plate; Cast knobsNumeric keyboard: Vandal resistant, solid metal pushbuttonsHanding: hand factory for left-handed doors; Easily field reversibleBackset:
23/4 (70 mm), 23/8 (60 mm)Latch: 1/2 (13 mm) throw lock, 3/4 (19 mm) throw lock (optional)Minimum recommended style: 5 (127 mm)Strike: standard strike plate; ASAKey strike screen ignores interchangeable cores: small format—best and equivalent (6 or 7 pins long); THE ASA 161 required door preparation with extras through tired holes. Door thickness: 13/8 (35 mm) to 21/4
(57 mm)—Pre-assembly instead of 15/8 (41 mm) to 2 (51 mm)Durability: D.O.D compatible 5220.22M for supplemental access control; Weather Resistant Fire Rating: 3 Hours UL/ULC Fire Rating for A-Label doorsWarranty: 3 Years Standard Warranty Ends: Satin Chrome 26D (626) Antique Rice 05 (609) Optional Finish: Bright Rice 03 (605) Chrome Clear 026 (625) It While you
changed the Kaba Simplex 1000 series code and you forgot how to do it? Did you miss your manual? Do you move to a place where one of these Pushbutton Simplex 1000 locks is installed and you just know the code? Well let's help you there are certain steps to change the composition until you know what the combination is and you have access to the inner side of the door.
Make sure you confirm that you have the Kaba Simplex 1000 lock type before starting any of the code change methods. If you don't know your lock code, use this. You should call a local locker simplex 1000 series of caution: the door should be opened during this whole procedure. Photo Kaba Simplex 1000 Series Door LockOn models with passage feature, make sure the mall
feature is dissuaded. The handle must be in its vertical position, in other words, it cannot be converted. Step 1: Enter the DF-59 control key into the combine to change the assembly plug (located on the back) and open the cylinder by turning the anti-directional clock key. Remove combine change plug-ins to gain access to the change sleeve combination. Step 2: Turn on the
outside handle once clockwise (all the way, until it stops) then release. The lock should not be withered. Step 3: Enter the existing combination. You have to feel a little clicks as any depressing button. Step 4: Enter the spanr wrench to engage the combined change sleeve. Gently turn the spanr wrench into a stop position in the clockwise (a little click should be felt), then turn the
spanr wrench into a stop position at the clockwise. Take the spanr wrench. Step 5: Turn on the outside handle once clockwise all along the way to stop, then release. The lock should not be withered. Step 6: Select your new combination, write it, then enter the new combination — the depressed care buttons are completely (a little click should be felt as depressed as each button).
At least 3 digits are recommended in the code. Note: You can use one button or all five buttons for one combination, but each button can only be used once. You can depress two or more buttons simultaneously as a step in the mix. Step 7: Turn the outside node on once clockwise, all the way, until it stops, hold in position and make sure the lock is taken back. Release the handle,
step 8: Turn the node back in clockwise into a stop position. At this point, the lock should not be withered unless it enters the new compound. Step 9: Re-secure combine the change of assembly plug by screwing it in the clockwise with the DF-59 key - not over stiff. Take the key and save in a safe area with these instructions and the span wrench. Simplex 1011 Pushbutton Cipher
LockPage 2Has it been awhile since you changed your Kaba Simplex 5000 code and have you forgotten how to do it? Did you miss your manual? Do you move to a place where one of these Pushbutton Simplex 5000 locks is installed and you just know the code? Well, let's help you. Until you know what the combination is and you have access to the inner side of the door. Make
sure you confirm that you type the Kaba Simplex 5000 lock before starting any of the code change methods. If you don't know your lock code, use this. You should call a local locker Simplex 5000 SeriesPhoto of the Kaba Simplex 5000 Door LockThe combination can be easily changed using one to five of the lock's buttons in any order in the combination. Each button can only be
used once. Note: Three or more numbers that are not in order are recommended for higher security. It is also possible that two or more buttons will be pushed together as part of your new combination called 2 &amp; 5 at the same time. Caution: The door should be open during this whole procedure. Turning the outside lever/handle (d) once to avoid positioning and release to
reset the lock, the lock should not be taken back. Step 1: Press the existing combination (b) to follow the ENTER(c) button and release; Do not turn the lever/knob. Note: Determine if you have an internal/external code change, and follow the appropriate procedure below. Outer Combine Change Step 2: Insert the release tool through the holes in the number pad and gently pick up
the loop end tool to depress the code change button until you hear a click; Internal Composition Change Step 3: Torres Screw Screw specially supplied from inside the housing using Thorox wrench. Enter your existing composition, and depress and release the ENTER button. Put the longer end of the same Torexi wrench through the openings until it is involved with the mating
part. Rotate the wrench against the clock (using minimal force) roughly 90 degrees, until it clicks. Return the wrench to the original position. Take the wrench and replace the Torksi screw. Step 4: This step is very important to rotate the lever/knob once, and only once to clear the old compound; Step 5: In your new mix button and follow the ENTER (C) and Release button. Step 6:
Rotate the lever/knob to verify that the lock retreat validates the new combination (if you try the old combination now, it shouldn't work). Important: The ENTER button should become depressed and released after entering the compound. The lock will not be returned until the ENTER button is depressed and released. Simplex 5021 Ultra Heavy Duty Combined Lock Door Lock
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